Sole UK Distributor

DF Italia milk vending machines
The DF Italia range of milk vending machines is
ideal for the direct sale of raw milk or pasteurised
milk direct to the consumer. We supply a variety of
models suitable for all your needs from the
compact 100 litre version, to the larger modular
systems for 1800 litres and more!
These milk vending machines can be installed
in farms, indoors or outdoors, and only require a
simple electrical connection. They are relatively
maintenance free but require cleaning each time
the milk is changed. The dispensing area is set up
to produce a short jet of steam after each sale to
improve the hygiene and the water for this needs
to be deionised (bottle supplied).
All machines are built to order and come with a
minimum of one tank, see individual model specs
for details. The tanks are all supplied with an
agitator paddle to mix the milk and deliver two
pre-set volumes of milk, e.g 0.5, 1 litre and 2 litres.
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Milk Station Range There are 4 basic models for vending milk. Each is custom built to meet
the customer’s needs, so you can tailor your machine to your requirements. Extra tanks in varying sizes
can be ordered and optional extras for all models are listed below. Cleaning is manual and requires
removal of the tank with all pumps and pipe, which are then cleaned away from the machine in a
suitable space. However, a semi automatic cleaning system can be set up using a pump, which is
connected off site to pressure wash the tank, pumps and piping including the dispensing nozzle.

MOD 100

MOD 200

MOD 400

Dimensions:
780mm width x 1000mm
depth x 2020mm high

Dimensions:
780mm width x 1000mm
depth x 2020mm high

Dimensions: 1500mm width x
1000mm depth x 2020mm high

Cost: From £7280

Cost: From £10,400

A refrigerated unit which
holds one 100L milk tank.
Two pre-set quantities
and a simple coin
acceptor for ease of use.

A refrigerated unit which
holds one 200L milk tank.
Two pre-set quantities
and a simple coin
acceptor for ease of use.

A refrigerated unit which holds
two 200L milk tanks. Two preset quantities and a simple coin
acceptor for ease of use. Also
available as a unit that can
deliver two types of milk.

Cost: From £13,800

MOD 600
The largest option we offer: a refrigerated
unit with a maximum of three 200L milk
tanks, with temperature and alarm control.
The price includes a metal or wooden
structure and an automatic dispenser for
glass bottles.
Dimensions:
3700mm
width x 2450mm depth x
2545mm high
Cost: From £24,085

Additional Features
1. Coin mechanism.
This provides change, so
customers are not restricted
to having exact money.

2. Note reader.
This will take £5 and £10
notes and in conjunction
with coin mechanism can
provide change.

3. Card reader.
This allows for contactless
payment using credit or
debit cards along with
Apple pay.

All the DF Italia machines correspond to the EU directives.

4. SMS and email.
This enables the machine
to text a mobile phone
with details of volumes of
milk used/remaining and
will provide reports for
environmental health.
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